Large valve contracts awarded
• Richard Jansen van Vuuren
Engineering News Features Reporter
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cally-manufactured pinch valves to the value of
R2 280 000 have recently been ordered for mining
applications in Mali and Zambia.
'These are two of the larger orders we have
received in the last few months," says Corflex
Engineering MD Chris Webber.
'The Mali order consists of thitty-two 350 mm and
thirty-two 250 mm Corflex pinch valves for a new tailings dam, while the Zambian order consists of three
500 mm XHD hydraulically-operated
Corflex pinch
valves and a hydraulic power pack for a residue pumpstation with a working pressure of up to 30 bar."
There has been a great demand for pinch valves
over recent years.
In the past they were generally used as low-pressure slurry valves because of their inferior-strength
sleeves.
"In every other respect they are ideal slurry valves,
being a rubber-lined pipe when open, and as long as
they are closed properly and not allowed to leak there
is little wear," explains Webber.
The alternatives for higher pressure requirements
were found in ball, plug, gate or other steel valves.
This, however, had drawbacks, such as the need for
intensi ve maintenance, requiring frequent stoppages,
which is expensive.
With South Africa having numerous large mines
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Standard 300 mm valves fitted with electromechanical actuators operating in a gold plant
at 10 bar - test pressure 30 bar
pumping high volumes of abrasive material the
demand for high-quality slurry valves that could hani
dle high-pressure workings with minimum maintenance became apparent.
"In the mid-1980s Corflex and Dunlop Africa, or
Sarmcol as it was known then, undertook the development of high-pressure pinch-valve sleeves," states
Webber, "today Corflex pinch valves are being develHeavy-duty 500 mm valve fitted with manual
oped to operate at higher pressures than any other simhydraulics - test pressure 32 bar
ilar valve made worldwide."
"One of the orders that is worth particular
This led to the company supplying
valves that many companies now prefer
mention are four 150 mm XHD Corflex
for handling abrasive material in pipelines.
pinch valves operating at Ashanti gold-mine
The quality of the valves is such that
in Ghana," elaborates Webber, "they have
they require little or no maintenance.
. been operating at 80 bar on a backfill appliWebber believes that the company has
cation for more than four years with no
an advantage over imported pinch valves
maintenance to date."
as they are manufactured
locally to
On a worldwide scope, three examples
extremely high standards.
...
that confirm the strength and durability of
'Therefore, in price and availability, as Chris Webber
Corflex pinch valves spring to Webber's
well as quality, we definitely have the edge."
The sleeves are manufactured by Dunlop Africa at
their factory in Howick, Kwazulu-Natal, on speciallydesigned tooling built and supplied by Corflex.
The manufacture begins by laying up the liner on a
mandrel to the required thickness.
Reinforcement (usually high-tensile wire) is then
added, the amount of which depends on the required
working pressure of the sleeve.
The outer cover is then applied which will protect
the sleeve from weathering or outside corrosion,
This is all done by hand.
At the completion of the building of the sleeve it is
pressure-tested to twice the recommended working
pressure.
Having firmly established itself in the Australian
market, with 100% success rate with every enquiry
received by Australian agents over the lastthree years,
the company's main focus for the new year will be on
further development of its export market.
As far as exporting to the rest of Africa is concemed Corflex has a large number of valves, including its Nippit range, installed on a number of African
mines.

mind .
"In late 1994 we supplied five 150 mmXHD pinch
valves for use at the OK Tedi Mine in Papua New
Guinea.
"These valves were to replace a brand of European
ones that had failed after a few days on a copper concentrate slurry pipeline with a pressure of 120 bar,"
states Webber. Those valves are still operating.
Freegold, in Welkom, ordered two 500 mm XHD
Corflex pinch valves with operating pressures of 22
bar in 1990.
At that pressure about lOO t of force is needed to
seal a single pinch valve.
The valves operated for five years with only one
sleeve being replaced, as the sleeves were suitable for
working pressures up to 32 bar with a test pressure of
65 bar and a burst pressure of over 95 bar.
In 1998 an Australian
mine ordered
two
400 mm XHD Corflex pinch valves after being
advised by an engineer at Freegold to."put them in and
forget about them".
The valves have a working pressure of between 36
bar and 38 bar and are currently still in use.
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